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September 2012: What a Summer! 

 

Coming Stetson Events: 
Tues. Sept 25: Club Meeting/museum tour 
Sept. 29:  New Flyer/Flight School Fun Fly 

                                    (Rain Date  Sept. 30.) 

Oct 14, 10AM:  MAAC Zone Meeting: at the           
 Aviation Museum 

Tues. Oct. 30: Annual Elections. 

Tues. Nov. 27: Club Meeting 

 

 
Our website address:  http://www.stetsonflyers.com 

President’s Message: 
 

A 
nother summer month is behind us and fall is 
just around the corner. The way the weather 
has been lately, it feels like summer is still 

here. There are only about 2 more student nights left, 
and it’s now when you realize that summer is almost 
over.  
 
We have enjoyed several great events during the past 4 
months. Please check out the details and enjoy the in-
credible photos on our web site. Let’s hope we have as 
good weather for our student fun fly coming up on 
Sept 29.  
 
The September club meeting  begins another year of 
the business side of operating our club.  
We will update the membership at this meeting on the 
latest status of our field situation. 
As I previously mentioned, we have been fortunate to 
have enjoyed stability at this this excellent field for 
over 25 years. We must maintain a positive attitude 
and a solid working relationship with our new owners. 
Members should always remember that we are renting 
our club location at a modest rate and rocking the boat 
will not help our relationship as we work through this 
change. 
 
The month of October is Election time for the Stetson 
Flyers. If you wish to serve on the executive and con-
tribute to the successful operation of the club, I would 
like to remind you that all positions are always open at 
our annual elections.  
 
Happy and safe flying, 
 
Daniel Marcotte 
President 
Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club 
www.stetsonflyers.com 

...from the editor’s desk: 

What a season! We are still enjoying one of the best 

flying seasons ever, and I hope you have enjoyed the 

flying weather as much as I have. 

This year has seen STETSON  FLYERS participate in a 

wide variety of events in many disciplines.  From world-

class Heli events to the largest E-Fests,  our own local 

IMAC contests and the Canadian IMAC National Cham-

pionships, the regional Fun Fly at Smiths Falls, and the 

Binghamton IMAA Fun Fly, our Stetsons have roamed 

far and wide, flying everything from Scale and Giant 

Scale, 3-D Helis, Electrics of every description from 

Foamies to Scale and beyond… 

You have REPRESENTED us well, everyone. THANKS! 

We are a large club with many diverse interest groups. 

That is a huge asset for all of us! The ’brain trust’ we 

share as STETSONS is simply immense!  Tap into the 

knowledge base we share as members and NEVER STOP   

LEARNING! We are all students of this great Hobby! 

Gary. 

 

http://www.stetsonflyers.com


Club Officials and Contacts 

President Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970  

Vice-President Hal MacDonald 613-764-1950 

Secretary John Jackson 613-445-5726 

Membership Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970  

Treasurer John Jackson 613-445-5726 

Chief Flying Instructor Simon Nadler  613-883-3367  

Webmaster Simon Nadler 613-883-3367  

Newsletter Gary Robertson        613 746- 4209 

Events Coordinator Gary Robertson 613-746-4209  

Field Coordinator Marc Lanthier            613-700-0281 

Safety Officer:  Hal MacDonald         613-764-1950 

Contact your executive at:  contact@stetsonflyers.com 

 Snail Mail Address:  

The Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club 

3940 Innes Road 

PO Box 91542 

Please visit our web site at  

http://www.stetsonflyers.com 

 

Our web site is hosted as a 

community service by 

 

Newsletter Questions and Answers 

 

Not Getting Yours? 

Get us your correct email address and we’ll get you 

on the list! 

 

Meetings: The Stetson Flyers meet at 7:30 on the 

last Tuesday of each month, except for December, 

June, July or August.  The meetings are held at the 

Canada Aviation Museum in the Bush Theatre. 

Bring and Brag: 

Each meeting we encourage members and guests to 

bring something of interest to show to the group.  It 

could be a new plane, a build in progress, or a demo 

of a technique.   

Use the back door to the museum!   

To get to the back door follow the road around to the 

extreme left side of the museum.  Pass through the 

gate in the perimeter fence and proceed to the back 

door. 

Photo Credits: 

Unless noted otherwise, photos in this newsletter are 

by our webmaster Simon Nadler, our newsletter edi-

tor John Jackson, or our Vice President Hal MacDon-

ald. 

 

Want to propose something? 

Members in good standing can bring motions from 

the floor at any regular meeting.  The motion will 

need to be seconded, then discussed and voted on by 

the members present.    Sometimes the outcome is 

that the motion is tabled so more information, impli-

cations, etc. can be gathered and presented. 

You can help speed up the process by giving the exec-

utive a “heads up”  by sending an email to con-

tact@stetsonflyers.com, ideally before the executive 

meeting which happens the Tuesday  before a regular 

meeting.  This will allow the executive team a chance 

to research the idea in advance of the meeting and 

gather any required information. 

Club Dues 2012: 

General Member :                                            $80.00 

Student Member: (21 Years old and under, full time stu-
dent)                                                              $40.00 

Junior Member: (18 Years old and under)    $40.00 

Family Membership :(Two adults plus youth/students)

                                                               $130.00 

MAAC Membership:  (required)                $90.40 

Please obtain your MAAC membership from MAAC direct-

ly. This is easily done online at www.maac.ca  

http://www.stetsonflyers.com
mailto:contact@stetsonflyers.com
mailto:contact@stetsonflyers.com


Call for Volunteers: 

Your flying buddies need your help! As everyone knows, many hands make light work. 

Please step forward and volunteer to assist at  the events noted above. 

Ed Rae, IMAC and IMAA Giant Scale are our three big events this year, and each could use many helpers. 

Canteen help, scribes at the IMAC contest,  registration table,  event specific and general assistance plus 

cleanup are all required on the day of the event.   

You CAN enter the events and also assist with some of the tasks too! It’s allowed and appreciated. 

Send us an email if there is a job you are willing to take on. It’s never too early! 

There is no better way to take part in a club event than to help out. You are a part of the action! 

 



Meeting Minutes  May 29th 2012: 

D& S BBQ – Dinner Meeting 

The meeting was opened with a motion by Bob Butter-
worth, seconded by Don Glandon.  There were about 61 in 
attendance including spouses. 

A motion to accept the minutes as published was made by 
Gary Robertson, seconded by Jim Savage. Motion carried. 

The treasurer’s report was read.  A motion to accept the 
report as presented made by Scott Clarke, seconded by 
Gerry Nadon.  Motion carried. 

Current membership stands at 133 members. 

Webmaster – nothing to report. 

Newsletter – the newsletter will continue publish over the 
summer, please send pictures and content to Gary. 

Field Report – the field is in great shape.  Thanks to all the 
workers that made it happen.  Areas at the ends of the 
runway and parallel to the runway being mowed by hand 
and left rough, and being marked with pin flags.  Vehicles 
are not permitted in the pit area as it leaves ruts.  Garbage 
is still being left behind –please take it home.  The location 
of the windsock will be moved back within a week.  It 
blocks the view since the fence was moved back. 

CFI Report – 4 out of 5 flight schools cancelled due to 
weather. 

Events – Ed Rae is this weekend.  June 9 is wings and 
wheels at the museum, and don’t forget Canada Day on 
July 1st.  Planes can be dropped off before 9 and picked up 
after 4. 

Safety – there have been a few reported fly-aways and 
some reported issues with disorientation.  Perhaps this is 
due to distracted flyers or marginal equipment?  There 
was also a wing tube failure and a flyer with prop cuts to 
the hand from a starting incident.  There are reports of 
two aircraft in the woods.  It would be best to go into the 
woods with a buddy and a cell phone in case you get lost.  
There is a smaller first aid kit in the impound and a fire ex-
tinguisher at the flight line. 

 

Old Business – thanks to all who helped with Field Mainte-
nance Day. 

 

 

 

 

 

New Business – Noise committee of Simon Nadler, Hal 
MacDonald, Rod Elliott, Bob Myhara and Bob Butterworth.  
A motion to form the committee was made by Gerry 
Nadon, seconded by Marc Lanthier. There were 5 dis-
senting votes.  There was a lengthy debate and it was re-
vealed that we already have a noise bylaw from 1987 that 
limits noise to 98db.  To summarize the discussion, the 
proponents of noise rules wanted measures in place to 
help assess a situation where noise is reported as an issue 
(remove subjectivity) and to establish that excessive noise 
will not be tolerated lest we lose our field if neighbors 
complain.  Opponents of the rules felt there were already 
too many rules, and that noise limits should not be imple-
mented until someone outside the club complains, and 
that this was an isolated incident and would not happen 
again.  Gary Robertson talked with neighbors recently who 
said they sometimes have planes directly over their home. 
Since the 1987 noise rule is still in place, the executive 
wanted to proceed with the committee to see what revi-
sions might be needed. 

 

The second issue discussed was that the Stetson Flying 
Field has changed landlords – our new landlords  are stud-
ying the area as a possible waste dump.  The executive 
asked members not to panic, it would take years to get 
approvals and if we are good tenants and positive towards 
our landlords then we might be able to continue leasing 
the land for many years.  This was only announced a few 
hours before the meeting so there has not been time for 
any discussion with the new owner.  People should be po-
lite and courteous to visitors as they may be reporters or a 
rep from them.  We do not want anyone saying things 
about our new landlord as getting hostile quotes in the 
press would not help our case for lease continuation. 

 

A motion to close the meeting was made by John Steward, 
seconded by Bob Butterworth. 



 

I don’t want to dwell on the poor weather this season or 

start my column with it; but I will. My 

assurance that all would be ok was 

just plane wrong  (did you see what I 

did there?). All we can do now is fly 

as much as possible and embrace the 

fall weather as best we can. 

That being said, we have had some 

great flying on Tuesday’s where the 

weather actually cooperated, albeit 

few and far between. 

Three pilots have passed both their 

wings written exam and practical fly-

ing test to become ‘winged’ pilots in 

the last couple of weeks, one other 

whom shall remain nameless... 

(cough *Sue* cough) passed her 

written and is awaiting a flight test 

and another is lined up for checking 

this week. 

Congratulations to Pierre Coulombe, Johnathan Le Touzel 

and Jason Ransom. 

Fall has some excellent flying weather typically with the 

thick, dense air affording better lift and flying characteris-

tics in your aircraft. 

There will come a time when you might want to consider 

fitting skis to your plane and we can certainly help you out. 

Commercially available skis are perhaps the easiest option 

however there is plenty of time to make them yourself 

using the many plans and ideas from the internet. 

Several students from last years season indulged in ski fly-

ing for the first time last winter and had a 

blast. 

Your current trainer is a great platform 

for conversion to skis and back again to 

wheels once spring comes around again. 

As always, we continually adapt the 

school program to best suit you the stu-

dents and endeavor to support our tire-

less instructors. 

Flight School will continue to operate on 

Tuesday’s but will include the whole day 

with the caveats that you must fly with an 

instructor until you have your wings, and 

that you may be flying with other mem-

bers/pilots. 

This will further extend your potential 

stick time and inch you closer to your 

wings. 

Please remember your instructors volunteer their time and 

already donate significant amounts of it for your success. 

There is plenty of time left to get your wings this season 

but don’t rush it. There is a long break from flying through 

winter and the flight school is a perfect way to remove the 

rust from your thumbs next season. 

Fingers crossed for W 5kph, 25⁰C & unlimited VFR. 

Don’t  stop learning! 

Goose 

Fledglings… 



Submit News <img src="http://pixel.quantserve.com/pixel/p-aa6KnGajt_bT6.gif" style="display: none;" border="0" height="1" width="1" 

alt="Quantcast"/>  

 

 

 

FLY THE ROLLING CIRCLE: 
 
From Model Airplane News e-letters, May 2012 
Text & Illustrations: David Scott, 1st U.S. R/C Flight School 

 

 

One of the most challenging and admired maneuvers in all of aerobatics is the rolling circle. As a rule, you can achieve early suc-
cess learning most maneuvers as long as you first understand the proper control inputs, and hand-eye coordination adds the final 
touches to perform the maneuver nearly perfectly. The rolling circle, however, is even more challenging in that it depends almost 
entirely on hand-eye coordination from the start. This article covers the steps to flying a rolling circle, but you’ll execute the actu-
al maneuver by reacting to your plane. 

Let’s begin by noting that using rudder in a rolling circle is a high-end refinement used mostly to keep the turn radius perfectly 
round and perfectly level. But because you need to be able to fly a rolling turn before you can refine it, we’ll initially leave rudder 
out so you can concentrate on the primary controls of aileron and elevator, and thus more quickly achieve some success to build 
upon. 

The best way to learn a rolling circle is to first learn one 90-degree segment with the airplane rolling to the outside of the turn 
(e.g., rolling right while turning left). Most people find that rolling to the outside of the turn is easier because, as I’ll explain, each 
rolling turn ends with you comfortably pulling elevator instead of pushing elevator. You’ll initially want to perform this maneuver 
so that the airplane will be turning away from you. For example, when you enter the rolling turn from left to right and initiate a 
slow right roll, your first elevator input pushes the nose of the airplane into a left turn and away from you. It is also wise to enter 
your first attempts from a slight climb, so that you can concentrate on using the elevator to effect the rolling turn without worry-
ing about controlling altitude. 

LET’S GET STARTED 

 

ROLLING CIRCLE 
Begin by maintaining a small (right) aileron input to achieve a slow roll rate and give you time to react. As the wing approaches 
knife-edge-with the bottom of the plane facing the inside of the turn-smoothly push enough forward elevator to induce a turn, 
and then smoothly take out the push. As the wing approaches knife-edge-with the top of the plane facing the inside of the turn-
pull enough elevator to continue the turn. Neutralize the controls when the wings return to level. Don’t be too concerned initially 
with turning exactly 90 degrees. The early goals are to be able to maintain a small aileron input and to push and pull at the cor-
rect times. 

It’s best to pace your push and pull with the time it normally takes to say or think “push” and “pull.” By smoothly inputting the 
elevator at this pace and starting as the wing approaches knife-edge, the elevator will peak at knife-edge, where it is most effec-
tive at causing the turn, and be returned to neutral well before the wing approaches level. Note that almost all errors at this 
point are the result of increasing the aileron and changing the roll rate, leading to an inability to manage the elevator properly. In 
this event, you’ll need to pay more attention to your input and maintain less aileron while pushing and pulling. Keep in mind that 
the pushes and pulls are typically much larger control inputs than the aileron input. 

 

 

 

REFINING THE ROLLING 90 

 

“OUTSIDE” ROLLING 90o LEFT TURN 

Flying left to right, climb slightly before initiating a slow right roll, then push the airplane into a left turn away from you as the 
wings approach knife-edge. 

 

The periods when the wings are banked 45 degrees and steeper is when the elevator is most effective at turning the airplane. 
Therefore, those are the keys times to smoothly push and pull during the roll. 

 

AS YOUR ABILITIES INCREASE, YOU SHOULD AIM TO COMPLETE ONE ROLL IN A 90-DEGREE TURN 

The eventual objective is to complete the roll at the 90-degree point of the turn. If the roll is projected to finish before reaching 
90 degrees of turn, slow everything down. If the roll is projected to finish past (over-shoot) the 90-degree point, speed everything 
up. Rolling too fast will result in completing the roll before achieving 90 degrees of turn. 

As your abilities increase, you should aim to complete one roll in a 90-degree turn. For example, if you start the maneuver paral-
lel to the runway, aim to complete the roll perpendicular to the runway. If, for example, you find that you’re completing the roll 
before reaching 90 degrees of turn, slow down the roll rate to lengthen the time that the plane is on its side. In doing so, you will 
also lengthen the duration of the push and pull and effect more turn. In other words, when you slow the roll rate, the pace of the 
elevator inputs also has to be slowed down to correspond to the longer periods when the plane is on its side.  

ROLLING 180-DEGREE TURN 

 

“OUTSIDE” TWO-ROLL ROLLING 180o TURN 

 

If a climb is observed, decrease the size and pace of all the inputs. If a descent is observed, increase the size of the elevator 
pushes and pulls. 

The next phase is to perform a two-roll, rolling 180-degree turn. A rolling 180 is flown as one rolling 90 to the cardinal point per-
pendicular to the runway and, without hesitation, continuing into another rolling 90 to the next cardinal point parallel to the run-
way. There is little additional challenge to performing a rolling 180 compared to the 90, although altitude changes become more 
apparent during multiple-roll rolling turns. 

As a rule, when the airplane loses altitude during a rolling turn, the pushes and pulls are too small and/or too brief. Thus, if the 
plane starts losing altitude, increase the size of your pushes and pulls, which naturally extends the length of time that they are 
held in and helps to keep the rolling turn level. If your plane starts to climb, lay off a bit on the size of the pushes and pulls. But 
remember, if you reduce the size of your elevator inputs, the turn will also widen, so you will likely have to reduce the roll rate to 
buy more time to reach the cardinal points. 

OUTSIDE ROLLING 360 CIRCLE 

 

“OUTSIDE” FOUR-ROLL ROLLING 180o TURN 

Simplify the process of performing a four-roll rolling circle by thinking of it as a rolling 90, which is then repeated again, and 
again, and again. I.e., rather than thinking about t he entire maneuver, confine your thoughts to thinking about rolling to the next 
90 degree cardinal point. 

A full rolling circle is comprised of four consecutive, rolling, 90-degree turns. The most common mistake at this point is getting 
caught up in a rhythm of pushing and pulling that results in inputting elevator before you need to, which would force the airplane 
into a descent. Remember that any change in the roll rate will change the elevator timing, so always watch the wing to trigger 
your elevator inputs and avoid falling into a rhythm of blindly inputting the elevator back and forth. 

PERFECTING WITH RUDDER 

 

LEFT TO RIGHT ENTRY 

Initiate a right roll and smoothly apply left rudder into the turn 

Introducing rudder into your rolling turn will help to keep the turn radius constant when the wings are level and ensure that the 
nose does not drop during knife-edge. The rudder is not nearly as influential as the elevator, so you don’t need to be too con-
cerned with how much rudder you apply and can instead concentrate on getting the timing of the rudder inputs correct. 

When you can perform a reasonably good “outside” rolling turn, you can use rudder to perfect the maneuver. Start by simultane-
ously initiating a gentle right roll and smoothly applying left rudder into the turn. As the wing passes through knife-edge, start 
smoothly switching to right rudder. And when the wings reach knife-edge again, start smoothly switching back to left rudder. 
Altogether, the input sequence upon initiating right aileron is, “Left rudder, push elevator, right rudder, pull elevator.” Repeat 
this sequence three more times, and you will have performed a precision rolling circle. Congratulations! 

 

 Stiffer control stick tension. 

 A good grip on the transmitter. 

 Supporting your thumb with your index finger. 
TEXT & ILLUSTRATIONS BY DAVID SCOTT, 1st US RC FLIGHT SCHOOL 

http://www.modelairplanenews.com/wp-content/themes/newscast/submit_news.php?iframe=true&width=420&height=580
http://www.modelairplanenews.com/blog/2012/05/10/fly-the-rolling-circle/
http://c204131.r31.cf1.rackcdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Capture45.jpg


EVENTS:  IMAC Season in the Valley. 

This year provided a very unusual opportunity to participate in 

THREE IMAC events in the immediate Ottawa area. 

Starting in June, the IMAC In the Capital event was held at the 

Rideau Flyers location, south of Ottawa. Several Stetson Flyers 

practiced on the Friday before the event and familiarized them-

selves with the field. Saturday and Sunday saw fairly typical 

high cross-winds for the competitors. Not so good for the 

smaller aircraft that some of us were flying! Nevertheless, we 

did well, with Pierre , Dave, and Normand  taking second, third 

and fourth in Basic, and Gary managing a fourth in Sportsman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July was the STETSON IMAC event, and we showed them what 

a dedicated club can do, in entering NINE competitors in the 

event! I am so very proud of our gang that chose to have a go 

at this contest in everything from small trainer aircraft through 

to 100cc size aerobatic aircraft, and everything in-between! 

We DOMINATED the Basic class, with Pierre taking first by a 

very slim margin from Dave, closely followed by Fred, Nor-

mand, Bob, Denis, Michel, and John Rest. What a GREAT turn-

out in our club IMAC event! I sincerely hope we will blow this 

out next year!  CONGRATULATIONS everyone for a superb con-

test! Start planning for 2013 everyone! 

IMAC Canadian Nationals: 

August saw our Stetson competitors  step up to the Canadi-

an Championships, held this year in Arnprior. 

We had five Stetsons entered and ready to compete. 

Unfortunately we were reduced to four when Fred had to 

withdraw for some issues beyond his control which pre-

vented him from competing. Too bad, and it could happen 

to any of us, but we WANT YOU for next year, Fred, OK? 

After THREE days of flying in some of the HOTTEST weather 

of the summer, we came out looking great, with ALL 

rounds flown and ZERO aborts! This is a great tribute to our 

Stetson competitors who were diligent and very thorough 

in their preparations! At times, we had to work through 

issues, but when crunch time arrived, we were on time, 

and competitive! Well done gang! 

When the dust settled, we were rewarded with a Second 

place in Basic (Pierre Menard) , third in Basic (Dave Percy), 

and a fourth from Michel Boulerice. Gary placed fourth in 

Sportsman. 

Pierre also won the Ottawa Valley Challenge Award for the 

BASIC category! Way to go gang! You guys ROCKED! 

 

GOING FORWARD: 

IMAC 2013 sequences have just been released. 

The usual Wednesday Aerobats gang will be happy to work 

with you if you would like to have a go at the 2013 se-

quence! You will become a much better pilot as a result. 

Hope to see you out there with us! 

Gary. 



 

2012 

Rally of the Giants 

Binghamton, New York 
Thursday June 21 to 24, 2012... 

Hosted by the Binghamton Aero’s, the IMAA Rally of the Giants 

was held at the Chenango bridge airport… a full sized, two run-

way grass area that was the only flat spot in the rolling hills of 

northern New York. 

Slated for the 21st to the 24th of June, 2012, a significant Cana-

dian contingency headed south for the 400km trip and all ar-

rived safely. The rally was a large, friendly and non-competitive 

event that saw over 150 registered pilots on the Saturday with 

well over 200 aircraft presented. We quickly met and made new 

friends over the four days and we all had plenty to talk about 

during the day's activities and later over BBQ dinners and a few 

cold drinks. 

I'm not sure if the weather gods were smiling upon us or 

attempting to kill us as temperatures at the field for the first two 

days were in the high 30's to early 40's and the humidity ex-

tremely high. The value of our first-up tents was immediately 

realized and we were all thankful for any opportunity to duck 

into an RV for a few minutes of air conditioning when needed. 

Sunburn and heatstroke were the order of the day and this con-

tributed to the low number of flights during Thursday and Fri-

day. As we arrived on Wednesday, we had premium spots for 

the trailers and pop-ups which served as our base camp and 

provided a very short walk to the flightline. Trailers continued to 

fill the parking field day by day and there was an impressive ar-

ray of aircraft filling the pits. As a photographer, I was fortunate 

to see almost every aircraft fly and endeavored to get at least 

one good shot of each. The human element was important as 

well to gauge the size of the aircraft and you will see plenty of 

pictures for that reason. The sky was incredible on Saturday and 

provided perhaps the best backdrop I have ever shot. 

Notable events include a very large C-47 which was finished only 

a week prior to the event and although it didn't fly, Ed and our 

crew spent plenty of time with the builder/owners tuning the 

engines and offering advice for the taxi tests. 

There was also a pair of 50% Christen Eagle aerobatic biplanes 

that were impressively large and well detailed. One of them flew 

late on Saturday which I shot with the last of my camera batter-

ies. 

There were lots of extremely well detailed and large WWI air-

craft that flew during the event along with a gaggle that flew 

during the lunchtime shows on Saturday. WWII was well repre-

sented as well with several P-47s, P-51's, a P-40 and a couple of 

Spitfires. The remainder of the aircraft were civilian types with 

many Cubs, Cessna’s and the like. 

A very nicely detailed and Flite-metaled Byron P-47 showed up 

on Saturday and was immediately studied and appreciated by all 

heavy metal warbird fans, myself included. 

Another aircraft that stood out was a large Marchetti F260 jet 

trainer which looked amazing and flew the same. Towards the 

end of the day a stunning Cessna showed up at the far end of 

the flightline and drew a crowd of onlookers. Once they thinned 

out, I took a look and snapped a couple of pictures of it and 

spoke to the owner. 

Even up close the detail was excellent down to a full cockpit, 

rivets, aerials and corrugated flying surfaces. At around $15,000 

(US) to finish, it was an impressive aeroplane but unfortunately 

it didn't fly so no air shots. 

There were several incidents including the spectacular loss of 

Scott's Extra (not the new one) but overall crashes were few and 

far between for the number of aircraft that flew and a tribute to 

the safety of both pilots and event organizers. 

After  four solid and long days of flying you realize this hobby is 

more than simply aeroplanes and flying… the people we fly with 

regularly and others that we meet at events like this really do 

make this an awesome pastime… 

Goose. Photos: http://www.goosesworld.com/aircraft/

content/2012giantsny/index.html 



Recent Photos from around the Club:  

Goose’s fabulous Corsair...first showing! 

Cockpit detail and weathering are great! 

Pierre flirts with the speed stuff... 

Alfredo’s big MXS-R Gasser. Flies great!

But Who owns it? 

Show and Tell, Stetson Style.  Scott presents 3-D flying. 

Gr

Sprin

Fi

rs

Bob’s beautiful new Extra 

New Aerobat Pierre readies his Pulse. 

Dave in the ready box, IMAC Nationals 

I want YOU scribing now!    Stetsons IMAC 

Our President and his gorgeous new Extra. 
Maurice just broke the sound barrier! 

Pierre gets the Edge ready: IMAC Nats. 
Michel runs up at the Nationals. 



Sunset, Stetson Style.   Photo by Dan Marcotte. 

Corsair Maiden day: Pete Blair. Flies GREAT! 

Getting help from Isabel, Canadian Champion! 

Normand takes home the prize at IMAC Rideau event 

Sbach: When I grow up, can I fly with you? 

Canadian Champs Ray & Isabel helping the aerobats 
Chefs Extraordinaire Andre and Barry! 


